MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 28 FEBRUARY 2011

PRESENT: Marketa Bird, Cheryl Brown, Sheridan Caple, Rachel Jackson, Rebecca Kennedy, Roslyn Morrall, Joanne Squillace, Janeane Vaughan, Jamie Sproule, Grace Penman, Nadine Shore

APOLOGIES: Alice Bullivant, Colin Ross, Sue Taylor

MEETING COMMENCED: 9.10am CHAIRPERSON: Sheridan Caple

Mother’s Day presentation

Ran through each gift on presentation and handed out vote cards for top 3 picks. Top 3 pick was Butterfly Bookmark, Measuring Spoon, Two different keyrings. Cross country being run on Wednesday before so the stall will be setup on Tuesday 3rd May. Note in Newsletter week before and Note out on Monday with announcement Monday Afternoon. Any remaining gifts to be sold in the mornings or afternoons until Friday.

Election BBQ 26th March

Mobile Fridge would cost the P&C $286 + GST recommend that we have the larger Esky for Drinks and fridges at the school for the meat. Brought volunteer form from office to be filled out by anyone wishing to help. Would like to recommend purchase of a 2nd BBQ (currently special at BBQ galore $80 2 burner no hood). Determined that we would cook on a need to bases for steaks and chicken (until 10am) and no vegetarian option. Due to lack of donation and wanting to concentrate on Trivia Night we recommend there be NO raffle run this time around. To help with raising money will setup a wishing well (provided by Sheridan Caple) next to the colouring in for kids. Recommend that Pepsi only rather than Coke and Pepsi as it cheaper

Things to purchase

100 prima (or similar) poppers (or 16 packs of 6) 100 Tomato & BBQ sauce 2ltrs variety of flavours
3 Pepsi Serviettes
3 Creaming Soda Straws
2 600mL Water Gloves
2 Pepsi Max Oil
1 Lemonade Hand Sanitizer
2 Solo Order Bread from Coles
2 Fanta Paper Towel

Bushwahzee (or similar) has been booked for Wednesday 3rd August suggest that we sell fete prizes at this event. Will need to look into this further but has been suggested that we have Hot dogs and Cheese and Bacon Roll rather than a BBQ that night.
Trivia Night

Date set as Saturday 27th August as hall is free all day and night for setup. Will limit for the moment to 20 tables, 8 per table. Still unsure of the charging price so will need to investigate further, school has 200 chairs available. Donation letter need to be written and sent out so we can get started on the prizes.

Meeting Closed: 9.50am  
Minute Taker: Sheridan Caple